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Abstract 13 

Recent studies have identified widespread vulnerable ice shelf regions in Antarctica which are 14 

both highly buttressed and susceptible to crevasse hydrofracturing, raising concern for potential 15 

crevasse driven ice-shelf collapse and future sea level rise. Here, we employ the finite element 16 

ice flow model, Úa, to investigate whether crevasses which have propagated through the entire 17 

ice column have a significant impact on upstream flow and quantify their contribution to sea 18 

level rise. We find a large variability in the response of ice shelves to this perturbation, with 19 

changes in grounding line flux as large as 155% for the Filchner-Ronne and 46% for the Ross, 20 

when compared to the present day. Crevasses located close to the grounding lines contribute 21 

most of this change. When compared to a second perturbation in which ice shelves are 22 

completely removed, however, the response is relatively small for all modelled ice shelves.  23 

Plain Language Summary 24 

In the last two decades, many ice shelves in Antarctica have disintegrated through the process 25 

of ice shelf thinning and calving. These processes reduce the resistance that ice shelves exert 26 

on upstream glaciers, increasing their mass flow and causing sea level to rise. In this work, we 27 

used a sophisticated model to quantify the maximum possible impact that crevasses developed 28 

throughout the ice shelf thickness would have on upstream glaciers’ flow. We find that in all 29 

cases, fully propagated crevasses cause an increase in sea level rise, with Filchner & Ronne 30 

and Ross Ice Shelves having the largest contributions. The effect on upstream glaciers is 31 

dominated by crevasses located in grounded zone regions, where the ice shelf is thickest, and 32 

the provided back-stress is highest. However, when compared to other simulations in which all 33 

floating ice is disintegrated, the effect of crevasse propagation is minimal.    34 

1 Introduction 35 

Antarctic ice shelves are fundamental components of the cryosphere and key to predictions of 36 

global sea level rise. Their thinning and fracturing can reduce the buttressing stress exerted on 37 

the glaciers that flow into them, causing an increase in ice flux across their grounding lines 38 

(GL). The ability of ice shelves to modulate upstream grounding ice flow, has motivated studies 39 

on the impact of ice-shelf fracturing, thinning, and calving on mass loss of the Antarctic Ice 40 

Sheet (Fürst et al., 2016; Gudmundsson et al., 2019; Reese et al., 2018a; Sun et al., 2020).  As 41 

several ice shelves in East Antarctica and in the Antarctic Peninsula are currently experiencing 42 

persistent Katabatic/ foehn winds that are increasing their surface temperatures and rising their 43 

melt flux, general concern has emerged among the scientific community regarding the 44 

development of more widespread surface meltwater on ice shelves. It has been suggested that 45 

this may in the future lead to increased crevasse hydrofracturing, which in turn might trigger 46 

unstable calving front retreat, irreversible ice loss, and sea level rise (DeConto & Pollard, 2016; 47 

Lai et al., 2020; Trusel et al., 2015).  48 

 49 

To explore the susceptibility of ice shelves to crevasse hydrofracturing, a recent study used a 50 

deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) to map all fractural features on satellite imagery 51 

throughout Antarctica (Lai et al., 2020), and applied Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics 52 

(LEFM) combined with the buttressing map product produced by Fürst et al., (2016), to obtain 53 

a vulnerability map. The authors suggested that 60 ± 10 % by area of all Antarctic ice shelves 54 

are highly buttressed regions which would be susceptible to crevasse propagation if inundated 55 

by water. Motivated by this work, we explore the scenario in which crevasses have propagated 56 

vertically through the entire ice shelf thickness and model the resulting impact on GL flux and 57 

sea level rise. 58 

 59 
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We are here primarily focused on quantifying the effect of widespread crevassing compared to 60 

a full ice-shelf disintegration. Rather than evolving the depth of individual crevasses with time, 61 

we consider the upper limit where all crevasses propagate instantaneously downwards through 62 

the whole ice-thickness.   Hence, the goal of this work is to quantitatively analyse the immediate 63 

response on GL flux following the sudden propagation of all existing surface crevasses, as 64 

mapped by Lai et al., (2020), through the entire ice shelf thickness. We refer to this scenario 65 

hereafter as crevasse activation.  66 

 67 

We include all major Antarctic ice shelves in our analysis, including all those previously 68 

estimated to have shown to exhibit a large increase in total ice discharge resulting from ice-69 

shelf collapse (Fürst et al., 2016) and highest past sea level contribution (Rignot et al., 2019). 70 

To understand the scale of impact caused by fully vertically propagated crevasses in all 71 

vulnerable ice shelves regions, we compare the resulting change in GL flux to both 1) the 72 

currently observed GL flux for each basin, and 2) the change in GL flux when all floating ice 73 

shelves are fully disintegrated. We find that for certain ice shelves the impact is large compared 74 

to the former, but always small compared to the latter.  75 

 76 

2. Methods  77 

2.1 Overview  78 

To assess the effect of crevasse activation on the Antarctic Ice Sheet we employ the finite 79 

element ice-flow model, Úa (Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Gudmundsson, 2013). The model 80 

solves the vertically integrated shallow shelf approximation (SSA) of MacAyeal, (1989) with 81 

an unstructured mesh, that allows refined resolution in complex areas, such as at the GL. 82 

Viscous ice deformation is described by the Glen–Steinemann flow law 𝜀�̇� = 𝐴𝜏𝑒
𝑛 where 𝜀�̇� 83 

is the effective strain rate, 𝐴 is the Arhenius ice rate factor, 𝜏𝑒 is the effective deviatoric stress, 84 

and n is the constant stress exponent,  here set equal to 3. Basal motion is modelled using a 85 

Weertman sliding law 𝑣𝑏 = 𝐶𝜏𝑏
𝑚 where 𝑣𝑏 is the basal velocity, 𝐶 is a sliding parameter, 𝜏𝑏 86 

is the basal drag and m is the constant sliding exponent, here set equal to 3.  87 

 88 

We modelled perturbations in GLs fluxes for both “crevassed” ice shelves, and for the case of 89 

full disintegration of all ice shelves. The impact of crevasses on flow was simulated by 90 

deactivating elements (i.e., entirely removing them from the mesh) that fall within a crevassed 91 

region.  92 

 93 

We used several different criteria to determine if a given finite-element was within a crevassed 94 

region and should therefore be deactivated, providing upper and lower limits to the deactivated 95 

areas (further detail in Supplementary). Furthermore, we conducted extensive numerical-96 

resolution convergence tests to ensure that our upper-limit estimates are numerically robust 97 

and concluded that (horizontal) mesh resolution on the order of 100m was sufficient for this 98 

purpose (see Supplementary, Section 3). In our “crevassed” simulations presented here we only 99 

deactivated elements within “vulnerable regions” of ice shelves, as categorized by Lai et al., 100 

(2020), where a full ice-thickness propagation of existing surface crevasses can be expected, 101 

provided sufficient surface meltwater production.  102 

 103 

For each ice shelf, a domain was delineated following the drainage basins of Zwally et al., 104 

(2012) and using the 2008-2009 ice-front data from ALOS PALSAR and ENVISAT ASAR 105 

acquired during the International Polar Year, 2007-2009 (IPY) (Mouginot et al., 2017). At the 106 

grounded inflow boundaries of the domains, a zero-velocity condition was applied. To be able 107 

to further contextualize the resulting flux perturbations due to crevassing, we also then 108 
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modelled the more extreme scenario involving removal of all floating ice downstream of all 109 

grounding lines.  110 

 111 

Initialization of the model  112 

Simulations were performed with an initial ice thickness, surface elevation and bedrock 113 

topography taken from the Bedmachine Antarctica v2 dataset (Morlighem et al., 2020). The 114 

model was initialized by simultaneously inverting for both the basal slipperiness (𝐶) and the 115 

ice rate factor (A) fields, by minimizing a cost function consisting of the sum of the misfit 116 

between modelled surface velocities and observed velocities (Landsat 8, Fahnestock et al., 117 

2016), and a regularization term. We use a Tikhonov regularization term which consists of two 118 

parameters, γ𝑎 and γ𝑠 that penalize deviation of inferred parameter values (i.e., a total of 4 119 

parameters, γ𝑎 and γ𝑠 applied to the ice rate factor A and to the basal slipperiness C 120 

independently) from their prior estimates and their spatial gradient. We selected the values of 121 

the regularisation parameters by performing an L-curve analysis (Supplementary, Section 2). 122 

The selected values of regularization parameters were in agreement with previous publications, 123 

using the same numerical model (Hill et al., 2018, 2020; Mitcham et al., 2021; Reese et al., 124 

2018a; Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2018). 125 

 126 

2.2 Numerical implementation of crevasse activation 127 

To represent crevasses in the vulnerable regions of an ice shelf, we adopt the crevasse map 128 

product of Lai et al., (2020), which consists of a 125m gridded binary mask that identifies ice 129 

covered regions as either crevassed or not, and select all crevasses which fall in the vulnerable 130 

region as mapped by Lai et al., (2020). 131 

 132 

For most modelled domains a very fine mesh size of 100m was used, i.e., matching or 133 

exceeding the resolution of the crevasse mask. For some of the largest ice shelves however, 134 

computational constraints required the use of a mesh resolution up to 335m. We performed a 135 

comprehensive suite of tests to ensure that all our key results are mesh independent and results 136 

of our mesh-convergence analysis is summarized in the Supplementary (Section 3). Over 137 

grounded areas in the vicinities of the GLs a resolution of maximum one ice thickness 138 

(~1000m) was applied while a larger element size was used for all elements further upstream 139 

of the GL. Elements considered to be crevassed and within the regions of vulnerability were 140 

deactivated in our perturbation experiment, by removing these elements entirely from the mesh. 141 

The correct vertically integrated ocean pressure is automatically applied at the newly formed 142 

boundaries. Several different methods were developed to determine if a given element should 143 

be deactivated or not depending on whether the element was fully within the crevassed mask, 144 

or if only some of its nodes. In all calculations presented here, we used linear triangular 145 

elements. More information regarding the tested methods and the final chosen approach is 146 

given in the Supplementary.   147 
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3 Results 148 

3.1 Modelled changes in flux and speed 149 

In Fig. 1 we summarize our results of the impact of crevasse activation on GL flux. In general, 150 

the introduction of crevasses leads to an increase in GL flux for all ice shelves analysed. We 151 

found that there is a substantial variability in the flux change among ice shelves, and 152 

specifically we find that, except for the two largest ice shelves (Filchner-Ronne and Ross), the 153 

resulting perturbation in flux is on the order of a few Gt/yr. Note that when calculating flux 154 

perturbations, we multiply the resulting velocity perturbation 𝚫𝒗 with the ice thickness (𝒉) and 155 

ice density (𝝆) and then perform a line integration along all GLs of a given catchment basin 156 

and divide by the density of water to arrive at a volume of water equivalent per annum. This is 157 

the instantaneous response, and in a transient simulation the amplitude of this response is 158 

expected to reduce over time, if GLs are in a stable configuration.   159 

Compared to the currently observed GL fluxes, the modelled changes in ice flux are, in some 160 

cases, large. For example, for the Ross and Filchner & Ronne Ice Shelves we find a 43% and 161 

155% increase in flux, respectively.  For the Amery and Getz Ice Shelves we find a 21% 162 

increase, and 32% increase for the Totten Ice Shelf. However, relative to the impact of a 163 

complete disintegration of these ice shelves, the modelled flux-changes due to crevasse 164 

activation are low. Fig. 2a displays the flux-changes resulting from crevasse activation as a 165 

function of flux-changes due to ice shelf disintegration. Results of this analysis show values of 166 

≤ 1% for most ice shelves, with slightly higher values for the Filchner & Ronne and Pine Island 167 

Ice Shelves (2%) and higher values for the Totten, Getz and Brunt Ice Shelves (4%, 5% and 168 

17% respectively).  169 

The total sea level contribution due to ice shelf loss was found to be orders of magnitude greater 170 

(84.4 mm/yr) than that of crevasse activation (1.45 mm/yr). This was the case for each basin 171 

studied, with the largest and most confined ice shelves contributing the greatest to sea level 172 

rise for both processes (i.e., ice shelf loss and fully vertically propagated crevasses; Figure 2b-173 

c). 174 

 175 

The impact of crevasse activation on GL flux is likely to be dependent on distance from the 176 

GL (Fürst et al., 2016; Reese et al., 2018a). To better asses how different ice-shelf areas 177 

contribute to modelled GL fluxes, we limited crevasse activation to ice-shelf areas within a 178 

given threshold distance from the nearest GL. For each threshold value, we modelled the 179 

activation of all identified surface crevasses in Lai et al (2020), as well as only those within the 180 

“vulnerable” areas as estimated by Lai et al (2020).  The results are summarized in Figs 3 and 181 

4.  182 

 183 

For the two major ice shelves, Filcher-Ronne and Ross, the total modelled impact of crevasse 184 

activation over all vulnerable areas is shown in Fig. 3. The change in flux for each catchment 185 

area is displayed as red circles with areas proportional to the resulting flux perturbations. When 186 

restricting crevasse activation to regions within a given distance downstream from the 187 

grounding line, the modelled flux perturbations are always smaller than this total value. As Fig. 188 

3 shows, most of the impact on GL flux stems from the area within the first tens of km from 189 

the major grounding line. For example, for the Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf, about 89.7% of the 190 

total flux perturbation is already produced through crevasse activation over the first 40km 191 

downstream of the major grounding line.  192 

 193 
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Modelled changes in GL ice flux, as a function of the distance threshold value, are shown in 194 

Fig. 4 for selected ice shelves. For each threshold value, all observed surface crevasses where 195 

activated. As the figure shows, generally, most of the impact is due to crevasses within the first 196 

20 to 30km downstream of the grounding lines. In all cases more than 95% of the total flux 197 

perturbation is produced within the first 40 km. Thus, crevasses about 40km downstream of 198 

main grounding lines, are effectively passive and activation of those crevasses has negligible 199 

impact on upstream grounded flow.  200 

 201 
Figure 1 Modelled change in grounding-line ice flux (Gt/yr) due to crevasse activation of all identified surface crevasses 202 
within areas vulnerable to activation as mapped by Lai et al. 2020.  Identified surface crevasses are shown as blue triangles, 203 
and vulnerable areas in grey. Change in flux is represented with red circles. Percentage numbers (green) show the change in 204 
flux with respect to currently observed flux. The equivalent sea level contribution for each sector is given in mm/yr (green) 205 
and change in upstream speed (%) is plotted based on the blue-white-red colourbar. Mesh boundaries (grey dashed lines), the 206 
GL (yellow lines), and the coastline (black line) are also shown.  207 
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 208 

Figure 2 Modelled grounding-line flux changes. Panel a) shows modelled flux changes for each ice shelf due to ice shelf loss 209 
(text in blue), and the relative flux changes due to crevasses activation as percentage of modelled flux changes due to ice shelf 210 
loss. The resulting sea level contribution is shown in the two lower subpanels for ice shelf loss b) and crevasses activation c).  211 

 212 

 213 
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 214 
Figure 3 a) and b) Flux response for the Filchner-Ronne and Ross ice shelves due to crevasse activation within vulnerable 215 
regions of the ice shelf (following the vulnerability map of Lai et al., 2020). Red dots show modelled flux change in Gt/yr for 216 
each catchment area as defined by Zwally et al., 2012. Dashed lines, ranging from dark to pale red, define regions at different 217 
distances downstream from the main GL (km). Numbers in black displayed on top of dashed lines represent the percentages-218 
contribution of the total flux change (the red dots) coming from crevasses activated within the region between the main GL 219 
and the dashed lines. Flowlines of ice streams are showed as pale blue lines. 220 

  221 
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 222 

Figure 4 Relationship between crevasses located within areas of increasing distance from the main GL and the relative 223 
cumulative flux change occurring across the GL (%). This analysis was performed for all crevasses, independently from where 224 
they lie (vulnerable regions, ice front area, etc). All ice shelves’ simulations show crevasses located within areas that are 225 
closer to the main GL to have a higher contribution in ice flux changes, compared to crevasses further downstream. Little or 226 
no impact is modelled for crevasses located in passive areas or close to the ice front. 227 

Discussion 228 

Surface and basal crevasses impact the structural integrity of ice shelves and affect the 229 

buttressing stresses that ice shelves provide to upstream grounded ice. At present, no study has 230 

quantified the effect of “instant” crevasse activation on the major ice shelves of Antarctica, and 231 

its impact in terms of upstream flux changes and sea level rise. In this study, we have explored 232 

an extreme scenario in which all currently mapped crevasses located in vulnerable ice shelf 233 

regions collectively propagate through the entire ice shelves thicknesses. We have quantified 234 

their effect on GL flux both relative to the currently observed GL flux and compared to the 235 

modelled flux perturbation following a removal of all floating ice mass.  236 

 237 

We find calculated flux-changes to be highly variable among ice shelves studied. This directly 238 

relates to the differences in buttressing stress provided by each ice shelf in terms of their 239 

geometry, rheology, thickness, and underlaying topography (Fürst et al., 2016; Gudmundsson, 240 

2013; Reese et al., 2018a). In our study, we find sizeable flux changes when compared with the 241 

current flux across the GL, specifically for the Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf (155% flux-increase) 242 

and for the Ross Ice Shelf (43%), and to a lesser degree for the highly confined Totten (32%) 243 

and Amery (20%) Ice Shelves.  244 

 245 

About 90% of calculated flux-changes are caused by crevasses located within a 40 km range 246 

from the main GL. This agrees well with previous findings by Reese et al., (2018a), who 247 

concluded that buttressing was primarily generated by the sectors of the ice shelves in the 248 

immediate vicinity of the grounding lines. 249 

 250 

By vertically propagating all crevasses simultaneously through the whole ice column, we 251 

provide an upper-limit estimate of the influence of all currently observed surface crevasses on 252 
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grounding line flux. Compared to the currently observed ice flux across the grounding lines of 253 

the Antarctic Ice Sheet, the resulting flux perturbation ranges from a few percent for Fimbul, 254 

Pine Island, and Shackleton ice shelves (see Fig 1), a few tens of percent for Totten, Getz, 255 

Amery, and Brunt ice shelves, with the highest modelled increase of 155% for the Filchner-256 

Ronne ice shelf. However, when measured with respect to the modelled flux perturbation 257 

following a complete disintegration of all ice shelves, the changes in flux due to crevasse 258 

activation always appear rather modest. For example, for Filcher Ronne ice shelf, the flux 259 

perturbation due to crevasse activation is only 2% of the flux perturbation following the 260 

removal of the whole ice shelf. This illustrates that the structural integrity of the ice shelves is, 261 

in this sense, not particularly strongly impacted by the modelled crevasse activation. It also 262 

shows that the ice shelves still provide significant — again in this relative sense with respect 263 

to a complete ice-shelf disintegration scenario —, buttressing despite the full vertical 264 

propagation of all observed crevasses.  265 

When comparing these results to previous continental-scale analysis, e.g. Gudmundsson et al., 266 

(2019) and Reese et al., (2018a), we find ice shelves located in the Amundsen Sea Embayment 267 

to be more sensitive to surface/basal thinning perturbations rather than to crevasse activation. 268 

An example is the small response to crevasse activation of Pine Island and Dotson and Crosson 269 

Ice Shelves. The response of Pine Island to crevasse activation is limited (0.007 mm/yr), despite 270 

having had the largest loss rate in Antarctica (58 Gt/yr, contributing 3 mm to sea level rise 271 

between 1979-2017, Rignot et al., 2019), and having a small region of passive ice (< 5%). A 272 

similar outcome was found for the Dotson and Crosson Ice Shelves, with a modelled flux-273 

increase of < 10%, and a sea level contribution of 0.0148 mm/yr, despite Dotson having the 274 

smallest passive fraction-area among all ice shelves (1.5%, Fürst et al., 2016).  Negligible 275 

changes in ice discharge were also recorded for the Larsen C and Shackleton Ice Shelf (0.0051 276 

mm/yr, and 0.0023 mm/yr), a reassuring result since previous studies have defined these 277 

shelves as critically pre-conditioned to ice shelf disintegration in a future warming climate 278 

(Alley et al., 2018; Christie et al., 2022; Lai et al., 2020). 279 

Our results reflect the buttressing capacity of ice shelves and highlight the sensitivity of 280 

grounding zone regions. However, while we believe it is unlikely that all currently existing 281 

crevasses would suddenly propagate through the entire ice shelves’ thickness, we find that even 282 

in this scenario the effect, for the majority of ice shelves, on upstream ice discharge is low. 283 

That being said, these results provide only a snapshot of the immediate impact that ice shelf 284 

loss and activated crevasses may have on the grounded ice and represent an upper limit to this 285 

instantaneous perturbation. These effects would likely evolve through time along with crevasse 286 

development and changes in shelf geometry and stress. However, given the scope of our study, 287 

we have not explicitly modelled these transient dynamics. 288 

Compared to the total sea level contribution of the Antarctic Ice Sheet between 1992 and 2017 289 

(7.6 ±3.9 mm, The Imbie Team, 2018) the instant response in terms of sea level contribution 290 

(as a maximal upper limit) due to crevasse activation (1.45mm) is 5 times lower. Previous 291 

studies (Lai et al., 2020) have emphasized how warming may allow meltwater to enter 292 

vulnerable buttressing regions, enabling hydrofracture-driven ice-shelf collapse with major 293 

consequences for Antarctic mass loss and global sea-level rise. Here we show that sizeable 294 

changes do occur because of crevasse activation, although predominantly in large and confined 295 
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ice shelves, while most of the other ice shelves in Antarctica have a negligible contribution to 296 

sea level rise.   297 

5 Conclusions 298 

A number of previous studies have raised the possibility of crevasse propagation contributing 299 

significantly to future sea level rise. Here, we have quantified for the first time, using a 300 

numerical ice-flow model, the impact that the sudden activation of all currently observed ice 301 

shelves’ crevasses would have on GL fluxes. We find that there is a positive increase in ice 302 

flux for all ice shelves studied when crevasse activation is performed, with significant 303 

variability among shelves. The largest flux-changes are measured from the highly confined ice 304 

shelves of Amery and Totten, with 20% and 32%, and to a much higher degree from the 305 

Filchner & Ronne and Ross Ice shelves, with 155% and 46% respectively. For all ice shelves, 306 

the majority of this change stems from crevasses located in grounding zone areas, where the 307 

ice is thickest, and buttressing stress highest.  Overall, we find a maximal sea level contribution 308 

due to instant crevasse activation of 1.45 mm/yr, of which 1.05 mm/yr derived from the 309 

Filchner & Ronne Shelf and 0.19 mm /yr derived from the Ross Ice Shelf. However, this 310 

perturbation is small when compared to the removal of the entire ice shelf. 311 
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